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Abstract -The fundamental operational parameter
that controls the losses In series resonant
converters was round to be the (reflected) DC
voltage transfer ratio. Losses which are a function
of the average current (such as conduction losses of
IGBTs and diodes) are independent of the s\vltchlng
frequency. Losses which are associated with the rms
current are a function of both the (reflected) DC
voltage ratio and the switching frequency ratio.
Universal and normalized graphs, derived In this
study,~.can be conveniently used to assess the
expectedrms and average current conduction losses
under any given operational conditions. The
residual switching losses in "ZCS" series resonant
converters operating in Continuous Current Mode,
can be reduced by simple current snubbers placed in
the commutation circuits. The experimental results
of this study confirm the theoretical predictions
and demonstrate that the turn on snubbers can
reduce switching losses by about 1.5% at a
switching frequency of 65kHz.

diodes. This could cause exn-a losses aside from being harmful
from the EMI point of view. This problem was dealt with in
relation to BIT switches [6]. Now that IGBTs are favored, re-
examination of this issue with regards to the new switching
devices seems to be in order.

Aside from the question of the residual switching losses,
there appears to be a need for a clear delineation of the
expected conduction losses in resonant converters. This
problem is also not new and has been dealt with in the past.
However, we could not find in the literature simple and
sn-aightforward answers to the crucial engineering questions:
what are the expected losses of a resonant converter operating
under any given conditions. It was therefore felt that a fresh
look at the problem might contribute to a better
understanding of practical limitations of I GB T based resonant
converters.

II. MAIN SmADY -ST Am EQUATIONS

Consider a vol12ge-fed (DC-DC) series resonant converter
which operates at a switching frequency below resonance

(Fig.l).

I. INTRODUCfION

I
Resonant converters have many favorable advantages. They

can be designed for Zero Voltage Switching {ZVS), Zero
Current Switching (ZCS) in either current fed or voltage fed
topologies. Indeed, they were shown to be useful in a
multitude of applications ranging from basic DC-DC
converters [I], active power correction circuits [2] to capacitor
chargers [3] and electronic welders [4]. The main drawback of
resonant converter topologies is the higher stresses as
compared to PWM switchers. This however has been
ameliorated, to a large extent, since the introduction of
economical IGBTs. Conduction losses of these bipolar
devices are a function of the average rather than the rms
currents and hence high peak currents are not that detrimental.
Consequently, resonant topologies have still much to offer.

The main switching limitation of IGBTs stems from the
current tail associated with the charge stored in the junction of
the device [5]. Therefore, ZCS which is characterized by
forced commutation at turn off, appears to be a better strategy
for resonant IGBT converters. However, conventional "ZCS"
resonant topologies which operate at frequencies below
resonant are still prone to switching losses at turn on. As the
switching frequency is increased, the turn on losses could
become significant. Furthermore, hard switching at turn on
invokes the reverse recovery problem of the anti-parallel

Fig. Basic topology of a voltage fed series resonant

converter.

Assumptions:
1. Switches, diodes and the transformer are ideal.
2. The capacity Co of the output filter is infinitely high

and therefore the output voltage Vo is constant.
The equivalent circuit for the transistor conduction interval

is given on Fig. 2a and for the diode conduction interval is
given on Fig. 2b. Vin is the input voltage, 9 is topology
constant (g = 1 for full-bridge and 9 = 0.5 for half-bridge),* Corresponding Author. Incumbent of the Luck-Hille chair of

Instrumentation design
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Vo' = Vo/n is the reflected output voltage and n is the

transfonner turn ratio (Fig. I).
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turned off and on under ZCS condition. The transistors and
diodes conduction angles referred to the resonant frequency
(AQ and AD) are equal to 7t in DCM.

The converter operates in CCM (Fig. 4) when
1

fs > 2fr (3)
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Fig. 4. Resonant current waveform in Continuous Current Mode

(CCM).

(b)
Equivalent circuits for the transistor conduction inteIVaI
(a) and for the diode conduction inteIVal (b).

Both equivalent circuits include the resonant network LrCr
but do not include resistors. Therefore the resonant current ir
consists of ideal sinusoidal segments of the resonant

frequency:
Ifr = (I)

2x.J1:;c;

Resonant current waveform in Disontinuous Current
Mode (DCM).

Two modes of operation are possible: Continuous
Conduction Mode (CCM) and Discontinuous Conduction
Mode (DCM). DCM mode prevails when (Fig. 3):

1
fs < 2 fr (2)

In this case, the resonant current ir reaches zero at the end
of the resonant period. Consequently, the transistors are

The transistors' and diodes' conduction angles (AQ and AD)

have different values in CCM and their total duration can be
foimd from:

frAQ + AD = 1t fS (4)

The transistors' average current

I -I (l-cosAo) ~ -~ ~ (~ ) (5)Q av -Qm 21t fr -1t 2fr tan 2

where IQm is the peak of the transistors' current and Icom is

the resonant current at the commutation instant.
The diodes' average current

I -1 (l-cosAD)~-~~ (~ ) (6)D av -Dm 21t fr -1t 2fr tan 2

where IDm is the peak sinusoidal current of the diodes.

The capacitor's peak voltage

1
VCm = ~ (IQ av + ID av) (7)

The capacitor's voltage in the commutation instant:
1 1

Vc com = VCm -"i;-c;ID av =~{lQ av -IDav) (8)

The energy stored into the capacitor Cr during the conduction

interval of the transistors and returned during the conduction
interval of the reverse diodes:

f;Ec = ~(Vcm2 -Vc com2) (9)

or, applying (7) and (8):

~
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The reflected output current
.10' = nlo = 2 (IQ av +ID av) (27)

or using (18) and (19)

I' =~~ (28)o 7t (I-N)

The reflected output voltage can be found from Ohm's law:
Vo' = 10' Ro' / (29)

where

, Ro
Ro = 2 (30)

n

is the reflected load resistance (Ro is the rea110ad resistance).

From (28) and (29) we obtain the equation for the oUtpUt to

input voltage ratio in the case rosCrRo .~ ~ :

4 4 fs Ro'
V 0' ; roSCrRo' ; r; -z;-

-= = (31)
gVin (I-N) (I-N)

where
1

(15)

{f r Zr = -(32)

Cr

On the other hand, the output to input voltage ratio can be
found from the assumption I:

VinIin av = Vo'Io' (33)

Applying (20), (27) and (33) we obtain:
~ In "V -ID nv= -'-' ay -J.J ay (34)

gVin IQ av +ID av
Applying (4), (5), (6) and (34) we find the relationships
between the transistors' and diodes' conduction angles (AQ and

AW, the frequency ratio (~ ) and the output to input voltage

ratio (~V .' ) in CCM:
g In

}.0 AD

tan(2)-tan(T)

. (Ar.1[fr )sm ,~-- -
-2 fs -}.0 AD -.1[ fr -

tan(2)+tan(2) sm~ "i;)

.(!J fr '\
)smi r: -/I.D

= ~ 'S (35)

. C21[ fr
)sm--

fs
V' f V' f

The relationships AQ = <P(- v~ , f) and AD = <p(- v ~ , f)
9 In 1S 9 In 1S

of (35) are depicted in Figs. 5a and 5b.
The conduction angels of transistors (AQ) and reverse

diodes (Am in CCM can also be found as functions of the

f .fr
frequency rauo "i; and o the load parameter rosCrRo'. For

this purpose we identify the right sides of (31) and (35) and
use (15). By this we obtain the dependence of AQ on

rosCrRo' and ~ .Obtained by such way relationship AQ =

<p(rosCrRo', ~) is depicted in Fig. 6.

V'
--.Q.-=
gVin

~

~),";

L\Ec can also be described by two other equations:

AEC = (gVin + Vo1¥+ AEL (II)

AEC = (gVin -Vo')~ + AEL (12)

where AEL is the energy stored in the inductor Lr during the

conduction interval of the reverse diodes and returned during
the conduction interval of the transistors

AEL = ~ (13)

or applying (I), (5) and (6)

where

N=

~tan(~)tan(~)
Therefore (11) and (12) can be rewritten in the following way:

I ID av 1L\EC = (gYin + Yo)-r;-+ ~IQavIDavN (16)
s 2fs~r

I~ 1
L\EC = (gYin -Yo) f + -rIQavIDavN (17)

s 2fs Cr

Identifying the right sides of (10) and (16) and the right sides
of (10) and (17) we obtain:

I -~(gYin+Yo') ( 8)Q av -1t (I-N) 1

ID =~(gVin-Yo1
( 19 )av 1t (I-N)

where
ros = 21tfs

The average input current
Iinav = 2g (IQ av -ID av) (20)

or applying (18) and (19)

I' -~~ (2 )In av -1t (I-N) 1

The normalized average currents of the transistor and diode:

IQav*=~=!(~+I) (22)Iln av 4 YO

IDav*=~=!(~-I) (23)Iln av 4 YO

The normalized peaks of the transistors' current and of the
sine of the diodes' current are found from (5), (6), (22), (23):

*-~- (~ ) 1t& IQm - I ' - Y I +1
2(1 1~) f (24)

In avo -COS,~ s

I *-~- (~ 1 ) 1t & 2
Dm -Iin av- Yo' -2(I-cosAD)fs ( 5)

The normalized resonant current at the commutation instant is
found from (5) and (24):
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3. Conduction losses of the diodes
4. Switching losses of the transistors

.5. Switching losses of the diodes
We fIrst address the issue of conduction losses which are

proportional to the nns of the resonant current (type 1 in
above list). To ex~ine this we derive the rms v~lue of the
resonant current I(rms under DCM and CCM using (24) and

(25).
For DCM:

Irnns*=~=~~ I ~[1+(~)2]
.Im ay 4 ~ f; Ll+{V7> J

For CCM:

(36)

Transistor conduction angle (a) and diode conduction

angle (b) as a function of DC transfer ratio for various
frequency ratios (CCM). ~y

~ 1 .~2AD 1 .
H = --2 sin2AQ + ( .'\ ) [- --

2 sm2AD] (38)

1t 1t sm/I.D 1t 1t

The above expressions and the relationships shown in Fig.
5 were used to generate curves of the normalized rms resonant

current as a function of the DC transfer function with the

switching frequency ratio as a parameter (Fig. 7). These
curves clearly point out to the higher rms related losses that
might be expected when operating in DCM. The rms losses

V'essential increase when the DC transfer ratio ~
V is reduced

g in

(Fig. 7).
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Transistor conduction angle as a function of frequency

ratio for various values of the load parameter (J)sCrRo'

(CCM).

Fig.7. Effective resonant current (squared) as a function of DC

transfer ratio for various switching frequency ratios.

III. LOSSES OF CONVENTIONAL
RESONANT CONVERTERS

An important corollary of the rms loss analysis given
above is that MOSFET based resonant converters will be
extremely inefficient due to the very steep increase in rms
current. In contrast, conduction losses (P c) of a diode or

IGBT are expressed as:
Pc= Iav v sat (39)

where Iav is average current through the device and V sat is
forward voltage drop. Equations (22) and (23) show that the
average currents through the transistor and through the anti-

The losses of the series resonant converter can be grouped
as follows:

J. Conduction losses of the transformer and resonant
inductor

2. Conduction losses of the transistors

~~

where: .!II "V
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preferred. However in CCM the hard switching of the IGBT
and the anti-parallel poses a severe limitation as the switching
frequency is increased. The losses associated with this hard
switching will be a function of the magnitude of the resonant
current (Icom) at the commutation instant. The magnitude of

this current is related.to other variables and parameters of the
convener by equatIon (26). This equation has been used to
evaluate the magnitude of ( Icom) as a function of the DC

transfer ratio with the switching frequency ratio as a parameter

(Fig.9).

parallel diode (IQ av and ID av) are functions of the DC

voltage transfer ratio ~
v ..and are independent of the

g In

.fr (F .
8)frequency rntlO "i; Ig. .
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2 IV. REDUCING THE TURN ON LOSSES
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Fig. 8. Average transistors current (IQ av) and anti-parallel

diode current (ID av) as functions of the DC voltage

Y'c .otrans.er ratio -
yg in

A possible approach to reduce the turn on losses due to the
residual current at the commutation instant is the addition of
current snubbers [6]. Some practical implementations are
shown in Fig. 10. The addition of the snubbers are chosen to
limit the di/dt of the IGBT and diodes.
For the implementation of Fig. loa and lOb:

di(") diD V in
~=--=- (40)
dt dt Ly

and for the implementation of Fig. 10c:
di(") diD Vin
~=--=- (41)
dt dt 2Ly

where Ly is the inductance of the snubber inductor.The last
two equations are obtained under the assumption that the
commutation angle is very small compared to the resonant
half period. Under this conditions the resonant current ir stays
practical constant during the conduction angle.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Possible implementation of turn on snubbers for ZCS
resonant converters.

Equations (22), (23), (36) and (37) imply that the rms
related losses of the transformer and the resonant inductor and
the average current related losses (of transistors and anti-
parallel diodes) are strongly dependent on a simple

fundamental parameter, the voltage transfer ratio (~). The

smaller the ratio the larger are the losses (Figs. 7 and 8). The
rms losses of transformer and resonant inductor are larger in
DCM then in CCM. From this aspect CCM should be

The effect of the snubber on the operation of the resonant
converter is slight. The snubber inductor will somewhat
increase the maximum ~GBT voltage VQ pk and the
maximum diode voltage VD pk (Table I).

~
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Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of experimental converter.

Fig. 12. Turn on waveforms of experimental resonant converter when operated at 65kHz. (a) Hard switching at
turn on, 50 nS/div. (b) With current snubbers (Fig. lac), 200nS/div
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Universal and normalized graphs derived in this study, can be
conveniently used to assess the expected rms and average
current conduction losses under any given operational
conditions. The switching losses at turn on of a series
resonant convener operating below the resonant frequency in
Continuous CurrentMode, can be reduced by simple current
snubbers placed in the commutation circuit. The experimental
results of this study confIrm the theoretical predictions and
demonstrate that the turn on snubbers can reduce switching
losses by about 1.5% at a switching frequency of 65kHz.

Table I. The maximum IGBT and diode voltage in ZCS

converters with turn on snubbers; roc' = -~

-V (Lr+2gLy)Cr

v. EXPERIMENT AL RESUL TS

The results of the theoretical analysis of this study were
verified by testing the performance of an experimental a half
bridge resonant converter (Fig. 11). The converter was tested
at two frequencies: 65kHz and 100kHz. For 65kHz: Lr =5.3

jlH, Cr =282 nF. For lookHz : Lr =2.3 jlH, Cr = 282 nF .

The experimental results confIrm the main theoretical
conclusion that the IGBT conduction losses are a function of
the (reflected) DC voltage ratio and practically independent of
frequency. Typical waveforms of the experimental power
stage are given in Fig. 12. An efficiency of about 93% was
measured under the following experimental conditions:
switching frequency 65kHz, input voltage 180V, output
voltage 350V, power level lkW. The efficiency at 100kHz
for the same operating conditions was 91.5%. Without the
current snubbers, the efficiency was lower by about 1.5% at
65kHz.
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